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Report of Greg Reed on mmda         6/2/65    MMDA - 6/2/65
about 1/2 dosage 
I found this drug not at all like any other; in the first place there were no
appreciable distortions hallucinations or eyes closed imagery; second the mind was
quiet; no words explanations comments theory’s and rational thought subsided; third 
I was fully aware in present time especially during the first few hours
fourth; despite the seeming sort action of the substance there is a time distortion
which lasts over six hours which undermines ones judgment in driving a car; so at
least 12 hours should elapse before driving is undertaken; 

in use of O2-CO2 to potentate the action of the drugs there was a most remarkable
effect As though a floor of some sort was dropped from beneath me and yet I was
still supported and with this floor dropped a general feeling of anxiety of a free
floating type which has been plaguing me for several months; later on a half hour
or so later; when I was exploring the area newly empty of anxiety I felt it again 
for a few moments and then it dropped away for good; I was completely without
tension or pressure of any sort; I expect that the effects are similar to that of a
tranquilizer or an opiate (although I have experienced neither) except that there 
has been a long term change as a result;

MMDA Greg co2 and o2 used to set it off
I felt as if a floor of some sort dropped from beneath me and yet I was still 
supported; with this floor dropped a sense of free floating anxiety which had been 
plaguing me for several months
30 min later 
when I was exploring the area newly empty of anxiety I felt it again for a few 
minutes and the it dropped away for good and I was completely without tension or 
pressure of any sort; like being tranquilized or morphine
but I've never taken either; there has been a long term change as a result 

6/2/65
this drug was like none I have ever taken; no hallucin noted and no distortions of 
what I looked at (I agree with the lack of distortion of outer objects or faces)
second; the mind was quiet no words explanations comments theories or rational 
thoughts
fully aware in the present time especially in the first 3 hours
there is a time distortion 6 hours later WHICH UNDERMINES ONES JUDGEMENT IN DRIVING 
      I misjudged the traffic lites duration etc


